2019 Official Receipt for the
Wayne Rugby Tournament

DO NOT make checks to Wayne State College or WSC
if your school is paying, please read below

Many accounting programs will "automatically" pull up a school name or account, from past business
and use the mailing address last used. This will cause a major problems since the check will go to
Wayne State Athletics varsity budget, or the Wayne State general accounting/admissions.
This will make your check be lost for days/weeks/ and maybe months.

We can not stress this enough on payment, so please follow along to make this go very easy.

#1. PRINT this sheet out, and with the wide variety of games, 15's or 7's or full teams/half teams
and adding extra games, B sides and such........your school will Not know what you are entering in.
After you print this, simply CIRCLE WITH A PEN, the price you want to pay for the entry fee, and we will
put you into the playing bracket, that you choose by
circling the price, and turn into your accounting department

Yes, you can pay by check or CREDIT CARD. Many schools are going to credit card method, and instructions
for that are on the bottom of the sheet, but ciricle what you want for your entry.

THIS IS YOUR RECEIPT------PLEASE CIRLCE THE ($) AMOUNT for your team choice.

$420 (playing ONLY 15 on 15) full squad--2 day event-3 game min, and playoffs if undefeated
$461 (playing ONLY 15 on 15) however want to play 1 extra game on SAT, and play Sun also.
$535 (playing ONLY 15 on 15) however, have large roster, and want to enter A and B sides as 2 teams
$437 (playing BOTH 15'S) AND 1 game of 7's (15's with 3 game min, and 1 game of 7's) over 2 days
$454 (playing BOTH 15'S) AND 2 games of 7's (15's with 3 game min, and 2 games of 7s over 2 days
$535 for full entry of 2 teams of 15's and 7's both with max. amount games 2 days
$230 (playing ONLY 7'S) full tournament bracketing over 2 days, but only 7's competitive NO 15's at all
$195 (we are entering as a COMBO TEAM, we are a HALF team registration, and will play 15's with other team)

Extreamly important, get this to school accounting ASAP, since most accounting takes 3 weeks to get check to arrive
in Nebraska. Most schools write checks every other Friday, so turn into them ASAP. If no check in hand 4 days
before event, we will need some sort of DEPOSIT check/credit card to hold your spot.

Want to pay by credit card? Just send an email to marchrugby@hotmail.com
and we can send you an PAY PAL INVOICE, that can be paid by your school or club tres.
or some schools, would rather just give the card over the phone, if so, they can do so by calling
the tournament director (Darrin) at 402.316.0100

checks can be mailed to
March Rugby Wayne
PO Box 111
address and check To: is the same (March Rugby Wayne)

want to pay online????? You can by credit card by going to the official tournament web page of
www.marchmadnessrugby.com

I-9's and social security number are under "march rugby" or "Wayne Rugby"

Any questions? Call director at 402.316.0100 or best by e mail at marchrugby@hotmail.com
and leave phone number for a return call. Thanks you.

REMEMBER TO CIRCLE THE AMOUNT YOU WANT SCHOOL TO PAY FOR YOUR ENTRY REQUEST OF 15'S OR 7'S OR BOTH